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ABSTRACT

Graphic techniques exist whici_can accurately predict values for
calorific value, organic sulfur, and possibly other constituents of the
organic portion of beneficiated coal sample fractions, These techniques
also permit a determination of coal ran_ to be made without the use of
the approximations required in the standard procedure.

In beneficiation studies, plots of the calorific value of each fraction
vs. its ash content invariably produce straight lines. The Y axis
intercept is _he mineral-matter-free Btu value used (on the moist basis)
to determine coal rank ar,d the X axis intercept is a value we will call
"maximum ash". These two constants permit us to calculate ali future
Btu values of fractions of this coal from the ash, alone. Plots of
organic sulfur rs,.ash sometimes produce lines which are straight and at
other times curved. In any event, they can be used to read off values
of organic sulfur corresponding to a particular ash value in lieu of
analyses. When all values truly represent only 9._ra_. sulfur, the X
axis intercept mus____t. occur at the same maximum ash value obtained from
the Btu/ash plot. When the line is straight, the Y axis intercept is
the mineral-matter-free organic sulfur, and all future organic sulfur
values may be calculated from these 2 constants and the ash.

Fractions of IBC-IOI with varying ash contents were produced by froth
flotation. The various fractions were analyzed by the coal analysis
laboratory and the particular data type was plotted in each case vs. the
individual ash content of each fraction, using Lotus 123 and _reelance
software packages, Such plots for calorific value and organic sulfur
have, so far, been made. These curves and the information they contain
are discussed in this report. A comparison of the graphic mineral
matter value with the usual one calculated from the Parr approximation
has been made. Eventually, the data may lead to an effective way to
estimate inorganic carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and other organic
constitents of coal. Ali data will be made available to researchers.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We are in the process of showing, in this project, that there are
techniques available which can accurately predict values for calorific
value, organic sulfur, and possibly other constituents of the organic
portion of beneficiated coal fractions without the necessity of labori-
ously analyzing each and every fraction. We contend that the most-used
method of determining coal rank may be less accurate than the method we
propose, which is based upon sound mathematical relationships and avoids
the use of arbitrary multipliers or other empirical aproaches. The
technique we intend to explore would save much time and analytical
expense, involve fewer uncertainties, and result in faT" greater turn-
around times for investigators involved in coal beneficiation studies.

In such studies, plots of the calorific value of each fraction vs. its
ash content invariably produce straight lines. Once this relationship
has been established, no further Btu analyses need ever be run 'for the
particular coal being studied. So long as no chemical changes take
place, if the ash is known, then so is the calorific value.

Irl the case of organic sulfur vs. ash, the plots are sometimes linear',
but not always. Some plots produce curved lines. These curves may
still be used to read values of organic sulfur corresponding to the
particular ash value for all future beneficiated fractions of the same
lot of coal when means are taken to store it so as to prevent changes in
composition. This can save an enormous amount of laboratory analysis
time and produce useable data quickly for accuracy checks and mass
balance calculations. IBC-IOI appears to produce a slightly curved
line, with curvature in the opposite direction of all those previously
studied. One explanation for this may be the fact that the Y axis
represents values (organic sulfur) which already contain errors for
three independent analyses (total, sulfatic, and pyritic sulfur)
compared to only one (ash) for the X axis. The degree to which the
errors are additive or subtractive could produce such curvature.

Other information can be obtained from the plots, as weil. In the
calorific value/ash plot, the Y axis intercept 'is equivalent to the
mineral-matter-free calorific value. When calculated to the moist
basis, this becomes a most important bit of data for determining the
rank of the coal according to A.S.T.M. D 388. The presently accepted
method for determining this value is to calcu'late it from the Parr
approximation. This has some disadvantages connected with it, including
the fact that incorrect assumptions about the coal must sometimes be
made. The X axis intercept produces a value we may call the maximum ash
value of that coal. In other words, this is the ash value which would
be produced if a fraction of the coal containing only its mineral matter
were to be burned. The mineral matter/ash ratio of this coal will
always be equal to 100/max. ash.
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In cases where the organic sulfur/ash plot is a straight line, the Y
axis intercept is equivalent to the mineral-matter-free organic sulfur
value. Regardless of whether straight or curved, however, it must
intercept the X axis at the same maximumash value determined in the
previous plot for calorific value, if it is all truly or_i_.cc sulfur,
and this is a precisel_ known point. We have evidence that as much as
four or five tenths of a percent of the organic sulfur reported in some
coals may actually be inorganic (elemental, monosulfidic, etc.). This
error may produce a line which fails to pass through A_axby the equival-
ent amount. Thus, this method potentially provides a way to determine
the amount of sulfur associated with the organic phases of coal.



OBJECTIVES

The first objective of 'thisone-year project was to obtain analytical
data on a series of fractions of coal sample IBC-I01 of widely varying
ash content obtained via a froth flotation physical coal cleaning
process. Froth flotation was the fractionation technique used rather
than float/sink testing as in the Stansfield-Sutherland method" because
I) most of the data in our files which were used in the development of
these techniques were from froth flotation tests and 2) as a way of
showing that the fractionation is as effective by one technique as the
other, so long as no chemical changes are effected. Analytical values
were obtained in the Coal Analysis Laboratory for moisture, ash,
volatile matter, fixed carbon, total carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen,
total sulfur, sulfate sulfur, organic sulfur, and calorific value. This
objective was completed and reported in the first quarterly report.

The next objective was to plot the various values of each of the
analyzed species versus its corresponding ash value to obtain x/y plots
for each as a function of ash. From the resulting curves, it should be
possible to calculate for coal sample IBC-I01 a precise measure of its
mineral matter content, its dry or moist mineral-matter-free calorific
value as used in determining the rank of tilecoal sample, calculate
organic sulfur values corresponding to each ash value in cases where the
relationship is linear, and possibly find other analyzed values which
have a direct correlation with the mineral matter content of the coal.

Table I. IBC-I01 data from Fig.'s 1 and 2 and the Parr approximation.

Maximum Ash (A,,) ....................... 86.g_
Graphic Mineral Matter (MMg) .................. 12.08_

..... 13.76%

Parr Mineral Matter (MMp) " ," dry" (Q,_,g .Graphic Min.-Matter-free 'Ca'lori'fic'Va'lue i. . 14244 Btu/Ib
Parr Min -Matter.,,freeCalorific Value dry (Q,_f_). . . 14405 Btu/lh
Graphic Min.-Matter-free Calorific Vaiue, moist (Q,,,fg)'11823 Btu/Ib
Parr Min.-Matter-free Calorific Value, moist (Q_m,fp), • . 1204.5Btu/lh
Graphic Min .-Matter-.free Organic Sulfur, dry (S,,,f},curved... 3.45_
Graphic Min..Matter-free Organic Sulfur, dry (Sm,f).straight.. 3.53_

EXPERIMENTAL

Most of the work covered in the first quarterly report was confined to
the first objective or to tasks 1, 2, and 3 in the proposal. In this
second quarterly report, we will concern ourselves with tasks 4 and 5 of
the second objective.

_'tan--h-_-e.T-d, E. anc]_SutlTerl_and, w._l_r'ans. A'T_'_--FnTt-[-_Tn-3ngMet. _g-i_s-_ -
8_.8.,614-26 (1930).
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Task 4. Graphinq

Analyticaldata for the variousfractions of IBC-I01were obtained from
the Coal Laboratory. Plots were made of calorificvalue minus 50 X
pyriticsulfur vs Bash and _organic sulfur vs. Bash. They are presented
as Figures 1 and 2, respectively, The final four plots will not all be
limitedto the organic fractionof the coal. They will be included in
next month's report.

Task 5. Data Evaluation

The curves were examined carefullyin an attempt to explain the unique
characteristicsof each and what they might mean in terms of composition
and propertiesof the coal being studied. The data regressionanalysis
of each plot was obtainedfrom the t.otusprogram. The R2 values, as
well as A,, and the graphic dry mineral-matter-free calorific value (the
X and Y intercepts from Fig. I) were taken front this source. The
average analysis of the IBC-IOI feed coal was obtained from the most
recent report of the lllinois Coal Basin Sample Program to the CRSC..
The other values were calculated from equations previously derived in
the proposal o'r readily available in the literature (such as the Parr
equation). A partial listing of these sources is as follows:

Table 2. Sources used in calculating data in Table I.

A,,x = X axis intercept in Fig. I from regression data
MM_= (100/Am_) x A where A is Bash
MMp (1.08 x A) + (.55 x TS) where TS = 8total sulfur
Qufg = Y axis intercept in Fig. I from regression data
Q,,,f_= I00 x [Q- (50 x 8total sulfur)]/(lO0- MMD)
Q_.,fg: Q,,,fgx [I -(M/IO0(I - A/A,_,})] where "M" is 8moisture

Qwfp = same as Q_,f using "as received" rather than "dry" valuesSm,,= (IO0/A,_,) _ where S is 8organic sulfur
S = S,,,fgx [i - (A/A,ax)] to get S from ash, knowing intercepts

"IllinoisCoal Basin Sample Program, Ist QuarterlyReport, ]991-92.
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RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Figure I, the plot of calorificvalue vs. ash, is, as usual, a nearly
perfect straight line (R2 = .999). The Y axis interceptis at 12244
Btu/Ib,which is the graphic value for dry mineral-matter-freecalorific
value. The X axis interceptis at 86.94, the maximum ash value. Since
IBC.-I01contains 10.58 ash (dry basis)"and the ratio of mineral matter
to ash is a constant,equal to 100/maximumash, its graphicmineral
matter contentmust be equal to 100/86.9x 10.5 or 12.084. This data is
shown in Table I along with equivalentvalues obtainedfrom the Parr
approximation. Note that the Parr value For mineralmatter (13.764)is
considerablyhigher than the graphicvalue (12.084). This is likely a
result of the fact that IBC-I01has a very high orqanic sulfur content
(3.14 out of a total sulfur contentof 4.48). The Parr approximation
uses a factor of .55 x total sulfur and assumes .al__Zlof it is
Substitute 1.34 (the pyritic sulfur value)" for the 4.44, and the Parr
approximation would produce a mineral matter percentage much nearer to
the graphic value.

In order to convert the dry mineral-matter-free Btu value obtained from
the Y axis intercept of Fig. I to the moist variety used in the coal
rank terminations of ASTMD-388", it was necessary to derive an
equation. Simply converting dry values to as received values in the
usual way is not the equivalent of converting dry mineral-matter-free
values to their moist form. To get the moist value, multiply the dry
value times [i - (M/IO0{I - A/A,_})] where M equals _moisture. The
result is substantially lower than the moist mineral-matter-free
calorific value obtained from the Parr approximation. The most likely
cause of this discrepancy is the assumption Parr makes that the total
sulfur is all pyrite, which is especial}y untrue in the case of IBC-IOI.

Figure ?, the plot of organic sulfur vs. ash, may be slightly curved in
the opposite direction of all the other coals we have studied, although
there was some disagreement about this. Someobservers felt the points
were equally valid as a straight line not intersecting A_,. Such an
occurence would require that there be present about .64 of some form(s)
of sulfur which are actually inorganic. This possibility cannot be
ruled out, but would require a quantity of such material never yet
encounteredin our studies. If one presumes the line to be straight,
with Amaxexcluded (R2 = .979),the Y interceptoccurs at 3.53_, In order
to calculatethe same value from the graphicmineralmatter and organic
sulfur,one would divide 100 times organic sulfur (3.14)by tilequantity
i00_ minus _minera'lmatter (12.08_). l'his,too, yields a value for dry
mineral-matter-freeorganic sulfurof 3.538, which tends to support the
evidence for a straight line. However, in my opinion, the fit of a

"I-l'l-T]ToTs-CoalBaSln-TrT-_T,_pleProgram,ist Quarter17Report, i-J_.

"ASTM, 1991 Annual Book of ASTM Standards,vol.,05,05 GaseousFuels;
Coal and Coke, Standard Specificationsfor Classificationof Coals by
Rank, D-388 (ASTM, Philadelphia,PA, 1991) p.202.
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smooth curve to the points is better than a straightline and the
extrapolationpasses exactly through A_,xas one would expect it to do if
the data actually representorganic sulfur and nothingelse. In any
event, the curve and the straight line read close enough to the same
values anywhere from zero to about 704 in order to be used without
seriouserror.

FUTUREWORK

We have now completedmost of the work on graphicvalues for calorific
contentand organic sulfur For IBC-I01. In the next quarter,we will
concentrateon the plots of volatilematter, nitrogen,carbon, hydrogen,
and total sulfur vs. the ash content. Will there be the same type of
correlations? If so, will there be any soft of practicalapplications?
By the end of the next quarterwe will hope to have the answers to these
questions.
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SCHEDULE OF PROJECT MILESTONES
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I Milestones:
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A. Sample Grinding

i B. Preliminary, final flotation testsC. Preparation and Sample Analyses
D. Graphing

" E. Data Evalutation

F. Quarterly and final reports
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